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Results and Discussion

Introduction
Comprehenders continually generate probabilistic predictions
at multiple levels of representation associated with specific
neural signatures [1]
N400: reflects predictability of semantic features
Anterior late positivity: associated with violation of high
certainty lexical predictions
Posterior late positivity: associated with violation of high
certainty event structure (e.g. selection restrictions of verbs)
Most previous studies used sentence/discourse context to
induce constraints, allowing time to build a situation model
Here we asked whether similar neural responses are elicited
when predictions are constrained by the lexical properties of a
single verb, in a design that mirrors a prior study in which
predictions are based on discourse [2,Poster B69 this session]

Design
We recorded ERPs using a design in which proper names
were paired with verbs that were either lexically strongly
predictive or non-predictive of upcoming direct objects
(operationalized by cloze probability)

Semantic predictability
Similar to nouns in discourse context, the amplitude of the N400 was selectively reduced
to the Lexically Predictable direct objects compared to all other conditions
All non-predictable critical words (conds. 2-5) were matched on semantic relatedness to
the contexts using Latent Semantic Analysis
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Thus, the N400 primarily reflects the predictability of an incoming word’s semantic
features, rather than either its lexical predictability or its message-level coherence [3,4]
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Prediction violations
Unlike in sentence or discourse contexts, no robust post-N400 positivities were
observed in association with violations of predictability
No anterior late positivity was observed for direct objects that were Lexical
Prediction Violations compared to Lexically Unpredictable (non-violating)
direct objects
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In contrast, in sentence or discourse contexts, lexically violating nouns produce a
selectively enhanced anterior late positivity [2,5]
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Lexically predictive verbs (average constraint: 79%)
John evacuated the….
(1) BUILDING / (2) SUBWAY / (3) PASTE …
Target nouns were:
(1) Lexically Predictable
(2) Lexical Prediction Violations
(3) Lexical Prediction + Selection Restriction Violations
Lexically non-predictive verbs (average constraint: 26%)
John departed the….
(4) SUBWAY / (5) PASTE …
Target nouns were:
(4) Lexically Unpredictable (non-violating)
(5) Selection Restriction Violations

Method
• 28 right-handed native English speaking volunteers participated
• Participants performed an acceptability judgment task
• Sentenced appeared word-by-word w/ 450 ms duration and 100 ms ISI
• ERPs recorded with 32 Biosemi active electrodes, continuously sampled at
512 Hz with a bandpass filter of DC – 104 Hz

No posterior late positivity (the P600 effect) was observed for direct objects that
violated selection restrictions of the verb
In contrast, in sentence or discourse contexts, selection restriction violating nouns
(Selection Restriction Violations in constraining contexts and Selection
Restriction Violations in non-constraining contexts compared to Lexically
Unpredictable (non-violating) direct objects) produce a robust posterior late
positivity effect [2; cf. 6,7]

Conclusions
Unlike context effects observed in discourse contexts, later positivities were not robustly
elicited on nouns that either violated the verb’s lexical predictions or its selection
restrictions
Minimal context based on the lexical properties of a verb may not provide enough time or
promote a rich enough representation of context for the brain to generate strong high
certainty lexical or event structure predictions during online comprehension
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